Objective: The use of machine-learning algorithms to classify alerts as real or artifacts in online noninvasive vital sign data streams to reduce alarm fatigue and missed true instability. Design: Observational cohort study. Setting: Twenty-four-bed trauma step-down unit. Patients: Two thousand one hundred fifty-three patients. Intervention: Noninvasive vital sign monitoring data (heart rate, respiratory rate, peripheral oximetry) recorded on all admissions at 1/20 Hz, and noninvasive blood pressure less frequently, and partitioned data into training/validation (294 admissions; 22,980 monitoring hours) and test sets (2,057 admissions; 156,177 monitoring hours). Alerts were vital sign deviations beyond stability thresholds. A four-member expert committee annotated a subset of alerts (576 in training/validation set, 397 in test set) as real or artifact selected by active learning, upon which we trained machine-learning algorithms. The best model was evaluated on test set alerts to enact online alert classification over time. Measurements and Main Results: The Random Forest model discriminated between real and artifact as the alerts evolved online in the test set with area under the curve performance of 0.79 (95% CI, 0.67-0.93) for peripheral oximetry at the instant the vital sign first crossed threshold and increased to 0.87 (95% CI, 0.71-0.95) at 3 minutes into the alerting period. Blood pressure area under the curve started at 0.77 (95% CI, 0.64-0.95) and increased to 0.87 (95% CI, 0.71-0.98), whereas respiratory rate area under the curve started at 0.85 (95% CI, 0.77-0.95) and increased to 0.97 (95% CI, 0.94-1.00). Heart rate alerts were too few for model development. Conclusions: Machine-learning models can discern clinically relevant peripheral oximetry, blood pressure, and respiratory rate alerts from artifacts in an online monitoring dataset (area under the curve > 0.87). (Crit Care Med 2016; 44:e456-e463) 
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Clinicians observe that artifacts often have different patterns in VS when compared with true instability. Machine learning (ML) techniques learn models encapsulating differential patterns through training on a set of known data (17, 18) , and the models then classify new, unseen examples (19) . ML-based automated pattern recognition is used to successfully classify abnormal and normal patterns in ultrasound, echocardiographic and computerized tomographic images (20) (21) (22) , electroencephalogram signals (23) , intracranial pressure waveforms (24) , and word patterns in electronic health record text (25) . We hypothesized that ML could learn and automatically classify VS patterns as they evolve in real-time online to minimize false-positives (artifacts counted as true instability) and falsenegatives (true instability not captured). Such an approach, if incorporated into an automated artifact-recognition system for bedside physiologic monitoring, could reduce false alarms and potentially alarm fatigue, and assist clinicians to differentiate clinical action for artifact and real alerts.
A model was first built to classify an alert as real or artifact from an annotated subset of alerts in training data using information from a window of up to 3 minutes after the VS first crossed threshold. This model was applied to online data as the alert evolved over time. We assessed accuracy of classification and amount of time needed to classify. In order to improve annotation accuracy, we used a formal alert adjudication protocol that agglomerated decisions from multiple expert clinicians.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients and Setting
Following institutional review board approval, we collected continuous VS, including HR (3-lead ECG), RR (bioimpedance signaling), Spo 2 (pulse oximeter Model M1191B; Phillips, Boeblingen, Germany; clip-on reusable sensor on the finger), and BP from all patients over 23 months (November 2006 to September 2008) in a 24-bed adult surgical-trauma SDU (level-1 trauma center). We divided the data into the training/validation set containing 294 SDU admissions in 279 patients and the held-out test set with 2,057 admissions in 1,874 patients. Total monitoring time for both sets combined was 179,157 hours or 20.45 patientyears of monitoring ( Table 1) .
Alert Identification
Noninvasive VS monitoring data were recorded at 1/20 Hz for HR, RR, and Spo 2 , and systolic BP (SBP) and diastolic BP (DBP) at least once every 2 hours. Raw VS alerts occurred whenever VS exceeded thresholds (HR < 40 or > 140, RR < 8 or > 36, SBP < 80 or > 200, DBP > 110, Spo 2 < 85%). Exceedances occurred 1,424,752 times across the two time blocks. VS alert events (VSAE) were defined as consecutive (two or more) raw VS alerts with intervals of less than 40 seconds between them (i.e., temporal tolerance). VSAE epochs further lasted at least 3 minutes and with a duty cycle of 2/3 (at least six of nine consecutive values over threshold for nine observations). This yielded 13,105 qualifying VSAE epochs (1,582 in the training/validation set; 11,523 in the test set). Table 1 summarizes the counts of raw VS alerts, VSAE, and VSAE epochs. Although VSAE epochs accounted for only 4% of total VSAE counts, they accounted for 50% of VSAE total time duration (Fig. 1) . This set of VSAE epochs became the population from which we selected annotation examples.
Alert Annotation by Experts
Human annotation is time consuming and prone to bias. To increase annotation reliability and efficiency, we used an active ML-based annotation framework. As shown in Panel A of Supplemental Digital Content 1 (http://links.lww.com/CCM/ B770), two reviewers first independently scored alerts presented as time series plots (Supplemental Digital Content 2, http://links.lww.com/CCM/B771) as real (+) or artifact (-) on a +3 to -3 scale, with +3 as certain real, 0 as unable to classify, and -3 as certain artifact. A combined score of greater than or equal to 4 or less than or equal to -4 from a reviewer pair were agreements (Panel B in Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/CCM/B770). Pair scores between +3 and -3 required a third reviewer. If the cumulative threereviewer score was greater than or equal to 6 or less than or equal to -6, it was included in the training set. Otherwise, that example was presented to the four-member committee in a face-to-face meeting, reviewed, discussed, and re-adjudicated by majority vote. If committee consensus could not be reached for a given epoch, it was not used for training (26, 27) . The κ coefficient for the paired review was positive when they were in agreement (0.28 ± 0.05 and 0.29 ± 0.03) and negative when they were not (-0.23 ± 0.05 and -0.15 ± 0.01) for BP and Spo 2 , respectively. For epochs with disagreement after full committee re-adjudication, the κ coefficient increased to 0.34 ± 0.03 and 0.23 ± 0.008, respectively, suggesting that our adjudication process improved the agreement among expert reviewers. Although these may seem low levels of agreement, they underscore the lack of validity of single-expert scoring systems of many such categorization processes presently being reported. The selection for each batch was informed by an active learning algorithm called "Active Regression for Informative Projection Retrieval (Active RIPR)" (28) . Initial batch selections were random samples. For subsequent batches, Active RIPR relearned the model from all previously annotated examples and determined the next most useful set of samples for annotation according to an information-gain criterion. This maximized the chance of developing an accurate model with minimum human effort. For the external test set, sample selection was based on a stratified sampling procedure, so that samples were representative of the distribution of VS type in the population. The reviewer annotation process was implemented via a custom-developed web application (26, 27, 29) . To annotate 973 alerts from training and test sets combined, we devoted about 100 hours of effort from each individual reviewer and about 15 hours in committee meetings.
Feature Extraction
We extracted features from VSAE epochs with respect to signal sparsity, periodicity, or smoothness. Supplemental Digital Content 3 (http://links.lww.com/CCM/B772) lists the complete set of features. We excluded features with missing values when used in algorithms that cannot handle missing data, while keeping the full set of features for algorithms that can handle missingness. We adopted a multivariate approach where features across all VS were used in models for each VS alert type (i.e., HR, RR, Spo 2 , and BP features were all used to model RR alerts, etc.)
Offline Model Derivation and Selection Using 3-Minute Epochs
In the first experiment, we derived offline classification models for multiple ML algorithms using features from alert start until 3 minutes into the epoch (Fig. 2A) . ML algorithms used were K Figure 1 . Proportion of vital sign alert events (VSAE) lasting > 1, 1-2, 2-3, and > 3 min, in terms of count and aggregated length, for both datasets combined for vitals other than blood pressure, as described in the text. nearest neighbors (at various K), Naïve Bayesian classifier, logistic regression, support vector machine, and random forest (RF) (17) (18) (19) . For each VS alert type, we identified best-performing models based on their 10-fold cross-validated area under the receiver (AUC) scores from the training/validation set. We also evaluated performance by applying models to the held-out test set. Too few HR artifacts were available to reliably learn a model for HR alerts.
Online Artifact Classification
In the second experiment, we evaluated the system's online adjudication performance. For each alert, we constructed a series of moving windows (Fig. 2B) 3-minute wide (180 s), each ending at 0, 20, 40 seconds and so on up to the 180-second timestamp from the alert start. We applied the best performing classifier learned from the 3-minute VSAE epoch (detailed in the first experiment) to this set of consecutive windows to yield a series of prediction scores between 0 and 1 (the higher the score, the higher the likelihood of the alert to be real and vice versa). We summarized the trend of AUC scores and the predicted probability of real alerts over time. Online results from the second experiment are displayed in Figures 3 and 4 . In Figure 3 , the AUC score temporal trends for both the training/validation and the external test sets demonstrate scores significantly better than random, even when the VS first crossed threshold. Discriminative power increased as time evolved. The performance on the test set shows that the BP AUC started at 0.77 and improved to 0.87 (0-to 180-s window), whereas for RR, the first window's AUC was 0.85, and for Spo 2 was 0.79. Figure 4 shows temporal trends of model's average prediction scores by VS type for real alerts (solid line) or artifact (dotted line) from test set results. Across all VS types, the prediction scores for real alerts and artifact were well separated, with separation being the most obvious for RR and least obvious but still clear for Spo 2 . Among real alerts, the average prediction score showed a nondecreasing trend with various degrees of uncertainty, with RR relatively stable at high values, whereas BP and Spo 2 trends were somewhat milder and with larger variance. Among artifacts, the trend of the prediction score was downward for all three VS types (RR showed the most prominent downward trend), suggesting that the two alert classes become more distinguishable as the alert progresses.
RESULTS
We next assessed the real and artifact discrimination in short duration alerts lasting less than 3 minutes. We selected 250 stratified samples from the external test set for each VS type (HR, RR, and Spo 2 ) with time lengths falling into one of three bins (< 1, 1-1.999, and 2-2.999 min), which were Figure 2 . Timeframes of the first experiment (A) for offline classification of alerts, and for the second experiment (b) for online classification as the vital sign alert events (VSAE) evolve. A, In experiment 1, which classifies alerts as either real or artifact offline, only the initial period of VSAE is considered: from the time the vital sign first exceeds the threshold of abnormality, until 3 min into the event. b, In experiment 2, which classifies alerts as either real or artifact online (as they evolve), a sequence of 3-min windows is considered. The first of these windows ends at the start of VSAE, the last of them ends at 3-min mark into VSAE, and the sequence is spaces at 20-s intervals.
Critical Care Medicine www.ccmjournal.org e461 annotated following the same procedure described. Spo 2 (72%), RR (16%), and HR (5%) alerts were annotated as artifact. We applied the model learned from the 3-minute epochs to these short alerts for Spo 2 and RR only (no models were developed for HR due to its low artifact prevalence, whereas noninvasive BP cycling frequency did not conform to short alert periods). The overall AUC for offline discrimination was 0.82 (95% CI, 0.69-0.91) for RR and 0.85 (95% CI, 0.72-0.94) for Spo 2 , whereas discrimination for online performance at timestamp 0, 20, and up to 120 seconds ranged from 0.83 to 0.97 for RR and 0.88-0.95 for Spo 2 .
If we threshold the output of the classifier so that the chance of misclassifying a real alert as artifact is 30%, we can correctly identify 92% and 88% of RR and Spo 2 artifact alarms, respectively, combining both long and short duration alerts. This would translate to an overall alert reduction rate of about 30% after taking into account the artifacts prevalence in the data.
DISCUSSION
This study has five interesting findings, all of which have clinical implications for noninvasive monitoring strategies. First, using a defined workflow for consensusdriven annotation by a group of experts, as well as using algorithmguided sample selection, resulted in better annotation agreement and improved efficiency. Our approach may have application in other ML studies wherein ground truth is ambiguous and subjective.
Second, as persistence requirements of alert duration increased, the total number of alerts markedly decreased. Duration of less than 1 minute constituted 83% of VSAE counts but only 20% of aggregate alert time, whereas duration of more than 3 minutes accounted for 4% of VSAE counts but 50% of aggregate alert time. Some literature suggests that one option to decrease alarm fatigue may be to increase persistence requirements to screen out short duration alerts (13, 15, 30) . However, a large proportion of our single-parameter VS alerts less than 3 minutes represented true instability. Therefore, applying persistence screens alone may suppress real alerts of instability in its early stages of evolution and miss important cues to future persistent instability and opportunity to intervene. In some SDU patients, cardiorespiratory reserve may be conserved and a longer persistence tolerated, whereas in less resilient patients, even a short persistence may represent important physiologic compromise. As we show here and have others, the features between alerts due to real instability and artifact are inherently different (31, 32) . It therefore becomes more attractive to develop smarter discriminative alarms by recognizing these feature differences, rather than simply dismissing short alerts. The methods we propose may provide a practical implementation of this technology (33) .
Third, when ML algorithms developed in the training/ validation set were evaluated on unseen test-set data, they remained robust. Although the two datasets were from the same clinical unit, they were temporally separate from each other, with different patients and clinicians cycling though over the study timeframe. Thus, the ML algorithms identified fundamental patterns inherent in the fundamental aspects of instability and not in the act of monitoring itself. A, The scores from 10-fold cross validation on the training/validation set; the shaded bands represent the 95th percentile bootstrap CIs computed using 1,000 random splits of training/validation data. b, The results on the external test set given the model learned from the 3-min epochs of training/validation data; the shaded bands represent the 95th percentile bootrstrap CI computed using 1,000 draws of the held-out test data. For all three VS, artifacts were well discriminated from real alerts event at the alert start, suggesting that artifact and real alerts are discernible even in advance of the VS reaching the threshold of instability. Respiratory rate (RR) shows a more progressive trend in which the discriminative power increases further from about 1.5 min into the alert when compared with milder trends displayed for blood pressure (BP) and pulse arterial oxygen saturation (Spo 2 ).
Fourth, our approach showed good discrimination between real instability or artifact even when the VS alert threshold is just crossed. When run in real time, BP slightly improved its performance, whereas RR and Spo 2 were both consistent in identifying real alerts early, but identified artifact with markedly better precision as the alerts evolved. Figure 4 shows that the average true alert prediction scores show nondecreasing tendency over the alert duration, whereas the same scores predicted for the artifacts consistently decreased with the largest drop noted for RR artifacts. The difference in the prediction uncertainty between the true alert and the artifact test cases suggests that real alerts are generally more homogeneous when compared with the diverse reasons causing artifact.
Finally, the proportion of real to artifact alerts were slightly different when extending the alert window from very short (< 3 min) to longer (≥ 3 min) event durations, with RR alerts being more likely artifact with immediate alerts and Spo 2 with prolonged events. Still, the algorithms identified each with a comparable degree of fidelity.
Limitations
Supervised ML needs reliable annotations to create robust predictive models. Our "ground truth" definition of alerts as real or artifact was defined by an expert committee, who may have applied an incorrect label. Nevertheless, the process of annotation by committee, supported by active learning selection of the most informative cases, appears to be more robust than annotation by only one or two experts. Furthermore, if alerts were ambiguous, they were censored so as to not contaminate the training dataset. Second, for some VS, the prevalence of artifacts was rare when compared with real alerts, as in the case for HR alerts. Our requirements for tolerance and persistence of the annotated VSAE epochs may have screened out artifacts, losing key discriminatory information and blunting the models. However, model performance was still robust when applied to short duration alerts, suggesting that both short and longer alerts can be discriminated using similar features. Finally, some minor disparity between the training/validation and test sets alert prevalence and VS type may have contributed to novel features in the test set although this would bias results to be weaker than they could have been otherwise. Although there is no a priori reason to believe our approach would not generalize to data acquired in other centers via different monitoring platforms, the possibility exists that the algorithm performance could deteriorate if implemented "as is" on such systems.
CONCLUSIONS
Bedside instability recognition is impaired by the lack of discrimination between real alerts and artifact (34, 35) . Using multivariate VS features, ML algorithms can discriminate between real alerts and artifact as alerts evolve in real time. When further refined, they have potential to enable differential alarm recognition and clinical action. Although "alarm hazards" remain at or near the top 10 technology safety concerns (36, 37) , it is vital that mechanisms to improve monitoring safety are undertaken. Approaches such as the one we developed are certainly within reach of existing monitoring platforms and would take the form of software upgrades or extensions.
